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1. INTRODUCTION 
As noted in [l], the set of all multiplicative Hausdorff matrices forms a 
commutative Banach algebra that is also an integral domain, making it 
possible to define the concepts of unit, prime, divisibility, associate, multiple, 
and factor. In 1933 Hille and Tamarkin [2, p. 576; 3, p. 9071, using some 
techniques from [4], showed that every moment function of the form 
(1) 
is prime; i.e., H, is not equivalent to convergence but includes only Hausdorff 
methods that are equivalent to convergence. They also raised the question, 
still unanswered, whether all primes are of the form (1). 
Wells [5] approached the problem by considering prime measures from 
the commutative Banach algebra of bounded, complex Radon measures on 
[0, co), with the product being convolution. The set of specific measures he 
showed to be prime agree with those described in (1). 
Given any unbounded sequence X, Zeller [6] constructed a regular matrix A 
with convergence domain (A) = c @ X. If  one could find a Hausdorff 
matrix H and an unbounded sequence x for which (H) = c @ x, one would 
have a prime moment function. The present author in [7] demonstrated that 
Zeller’s technique cannot lead to such a Hausdorff matrix. Further, it 
has been shown by Parameswaran [S] that if x is any unbounded sequence 
such that (x~ - ~~-i} is bounded, divergent, and Bore1 summable, then no 
Hausdorff matrix H exists with (H) = c (3 x. 
The main result of this paper is to show that there exist Hausdorff matrices 
and unbounded sequences x such that each matrix has convergence domain 
c @ 2~. This result answers in the affirmative the question posed in [7] 
and again in [8] and provides additional information about the known 
primes. 
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2. DEFINITIONS 
For any infinite matrix A = (a,,,) and sequence x, A,(x) = & ankxk: .
The convergence domain of a matrix is denoted by (A) = {x / {A,(x)) E c}, 
where c denotes the space of convergent sequences. A matrix that is conver- 
gence preserving (i.e., maps c into c) is called conservative. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions are that (( A (1 = supnCk ( a,, 1 < 00, uk = lim, a,,k 
exists for each k, and t = lim, Ck %k exists. A is called multiplicative if each 
ak = 0 and regular (i.e., limit preserving over c) if, in addition, t = 1. 
Given two matrices A and B, A is said to include B, or be stronger than B 
if (B) C (A). They are equivalent if (A) = (B). A triangular matrix is one 
with all zeros above the principal diagonal and a triangle is a triangular 
matrix with no zeros on the principal diagonal. 
Let TV = (pk} be a sequence, A the forward difference operator defined by 
Apk = pk - pk+r, Anpk = A(A+,), n, k = 0, 1,2 ,... . A Hausdorff matrix 
HP = (h,J is a triangular matrix with h,, = (3 An-kpk. For a regular 
HausdoS matrix 
ifLn = jl un dqcu), n = 0, i,2 ,..., (2) 
where q(u) is a function of bounded variation on [0, I], q(0 +) = q(O) = 0, 
q(1) = 1, and, for 0 < zl < 1, q(u) = [q(u - 0) + q(u + 0)]/2. 
The sequence p determined by (2) is called the moment or generating 
sequence for HP, q( u is the associated mass function, and p(z) is called ) 
the moment function, where 
Define the sequences x by 
r(n + 1) 
Xn=r(n-a+ 1)’ 
a(a) > 0, 
where it is understood that, if a is a positive integer, then x, = 0 for 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., f2 - 1. 
3. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
THEOREM. With a fixed and H,, and x us dejined in (1) and (4), 
(H,) =c@x. 
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If h(z) is the moment function defined by (Z - a)/(~ + c), g(u) > 0 and 
a(c) > 0, then it is clear from (1) that (HP) = (HJ. Hence it will be sufficient 
to prove the theorem for b = 1. To have the convenience of regularity we 
shall use the sequence 
12-U 
C”“=(-a)(n+l)’ (5) 
The constant l/( - a) does not affect the size of the convergence domain 
ofH,. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We require the following result from [9]. 
THEOREM A. With p(z) as deJined in (3), the sequence (4) is summable 
by a Hausdorfl matrix H, if and only if p(a) = 0. 
Fix a. If ~(a) denotes the moment function of (5), then ~(a) = 0. Hence 
the corresponding sequence x of (4) lies in the convergence domain of H, _ 
Since H, is regular, c C (H,). Thus c @ x C (H,). 
To prove the converse we shall use Zeller’s technique to construct a 
regular matrix A with (A) = c @ x and then show that (H,) C (A). 
Set P,, = 0, and define a sequence (P,) inductively by selecting Pn+l to 
be the smallest integer P > P,, such that 1 xP j > 2 ] xPn 1. (Such a con- 
struction is clearly possible since x is not bounded.) Let qn = 1 - x~~-~/x~, , 
II = 1) 2, 3 )... . Define a matrix B by 
b,, = 1 
b - xp”-l I1.n - 
-4nxp,’ 
tZ>,l 
bnk = 0 otherwise. 
Now define a matrix A as follows: 
aP,,,Pk = b nk 
aP,,,k - -0 , k # Pi for any integer i 
%I,,= 1, n # Pi for any integer i. 
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If n # Pi for any integer i then there exists an integer t such that 
P, < n -C P,+l . For this r define 
Set ank = 0 otherwise. From [6] A is regular and (A) = c @ x. 
There are three cases to consider, based on whether a is real and not a 
positive integer, a is a positive integer, or a is complex. 
5. PROOF OF CASE I 
If  a is real and not a positive integer, the Hausdorff matrix H, generated 
by (5) has a unique two sided inverse H, -l = (hi;) with generating sequence 
1 - a@ + 1) = a(a + 1) -= -a- 
P-n n-a 71-a . 
For K < n, 
h;; = 0 
; An-k1 
pk 
and 
= -a(a+l)n!r(k-aa)= -a(a+l)x, 
k! T(n - a + 1) (k - a)xk ’ (6.1) 
hi; = - 4 + 1) 
n-a ’ (6.2) 
To show that (H,) C (A) it will be sufficient to show that D = AHi is a 
regular matrix. 
Each column of H;l is essentially a scalar multiple of (4), so it is obvious 
that each column of Hi1 belongs to the convergence domain of A. However, 
it will be necessary to calculate the terms of D explicitly since we must show 
that t = 1 and that D has finite norm. 
If k # Pi for any integer i, and r denotes the integer such that 
Prel < k < P, , then, from the definition of A, 
(7) 
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If k = P,. for some r < TZ - 1, then 
d pn.pr (8) 
For k = Pn-l, 
d p*.pn-1 = aPn.Pn-lhi~-l.Pn-, + a~,,~,h&,-~ 
1 - a(Pnel + 1) 
=- 
411 ( P,-, -a ) ( 
- 
+ 
- “Pnml a@ + 1) XP" 
, Qn~P,, H ~P,JP~-~ - a> ) 
a 
= -- 
!ln 
For P,,-l < k < P, , 
(9) 
dP,,.h- = aP,,.P,,h& = 
41 + a> XP,-~ 
qn(k - 4 xk ’ 
d = apn.Pnh;~.pm = 
4pn + 1) XP,-~ 
P”.P” 
qn(Pn - 4 XP, ’ 
For n # Pi for any i, if we now let Y denote the integer such that 
pr < 12 < p,,1 ? then, for 0 < k < P,-, , 
n 
d,, = c anjh;, 
j=k 
=a n.p,-lh$~.k + a,,P,hi& + a,JGi = 0. (12) 
For k = P,-, , 
- ax, P,-, + 1 (a + 1) XP, a+1 
=- 
P,-, - a t XP, - xprel - (XP, - G-J Gml + -1 XPr-l 
- axcn 
( 
PT.4 + 1 a+1 
= P,-, - a xp, 
- 
- krPr-l XPr - XPrmL 
1 
- ax, 
.^rP r - xP,-l 
(13) 
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- ax, 
[ 
- (P, -t 1) + a + 1 =- 
P, - a XP, - oml XP, I 
- ax, 
= (Pr - 4 XP,(XP, - XP,J 
[- (P+ + 1) xPr + (a + 1) (XP, - .1cp,Jl 
The quantity in brackets is equal to - (P+ - a) xpr - (a + 1) Xp,l, 
giving 
ata + 1) X,XP,-~ ax, 
d 
n*pr = (P+ - a) (xp, - XP,J XPr + XPl - XP,-, . 
For P, < k < n, 
and finally, 
dnn = - a@ + 1) 
n-a ’ 
In the calculations to follow we shall need the following result. 
LEMMA 1. For m, n integers, n > m + 1 > a, 
1 
k-g+1 (k -la) xlc = 7 [ 
r(m + 1 - a) qn + 1 - a) 
Qm+l) - r(n+l) I . 
PROOF. 
n l’(k - a) 
ks;+l (k -‘a, xk = ,=;+I 0 + 1) ’ 
(15) 
(17) 
(18) 
The summation in the right appears in [lo, p. 1361 and is equal to the right 
hand side of (18). 
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By using (7)-( 1 l), 
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P” pn-1 
c dp,.k = dp,,p,-l + c dp,,.k + d,.pn 
k=O k=P”-l+l 
a P--l 1 (Pm + 1) XPnwl 
. =- _ 
Qn [ ’ + (’ + ‘) xpnel j+E,+l (k - a) xk + (P, - a) xpn 
I 
By using the Lemma, and noting that 
P,+l l+ l+a -= 
P, - a P,--a’ 
k$o dP”.k = ; [- 1 +(a + 1)+ml(%) +‘$I 
n 
=~(l-x~)+(~+l)=l. 
Qn P93 
For n # Pi for any i, r the integer such that P, < n < P,,, , and using 
(12)-(17) we have 
,t dnk = xpr P~pv, [ - ’ + (’ + ‘) xpr-l k=zl+l (A -la) xk 
n-1 _ 
+ k=;+l 
a(a + 1) x, a(n + 1) 
(k-a)xk - n-a ’ (20) 
r 
Writing (n + l)/(n - a) as 1 + (a + 1) xJ(n - a) x, , and using the 
lemma on each of the summations we have 
-a(a+l)r,[~(-&--$)]-a I 
=~[x~-(x~-xpJ~-a=l. 
, 
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D has null columns. It remains to show that D has finite norm. 
For all integers n > [a] + 1, x,, is positive; 4 < 4% < 1; for all n sufficiently 
large dp,,r > 0. From (19), 
2 I dP".l, I =; [I + (a + l)Xpn-1(& + x?&A)] . 
k=O n 
Since I xpn I > 2 I XP,_~ I , xpnel /x.~* < & , and the above sum is bounded 
by 4a + 1. 
From (20), 
jo,dnk,= 
XP, 
2axn +(a%)x~+(u+l)~-xp~) +a 
- XP,-1 , r 
2ax, 
G I I XP,l - lxP,-l I I+ 
2(a zpl’ xn + 1 + a + a. 
r 
From the choice of n, 1 x, 1 < 2 1 -cpp, ) . Again using the fact that 
I XPr I 2 2 I XP& I 9 
we have 
n 242 l"P, I) 
1 I dnk I -=I 1 xpr ) - ) xp, l/2 
+ 2(a + 1) (2) + 1 + 2a = 14a + 5. 
k=O 
Since there are only a finite number of rows of D with n < [a] + 1, D has 
finite norm and is regular. 
6. PROOF OF CASE II 
If a is a positive integer, pa = 0, and H, fails to have a two-sided inverse. 
However, if we define a new matrix C = (c,J with c,, = 1 and which agrees 
with H, elsewhere, then C does possess a unique two-sided inverse. More- 
over, (C) = (H,) and, for k > a, c;i = hii where the h;i are computed 
using (6.1) and (6.2). 
From(4),x,=OforO<n<a.HenceP,,=O,P,=a,andP,=a+l. 
Now let E = AC-l = (enk). To show that E is regular we are concerned 
with the behavior of the enk for all n sufficiently large. For convenience we 
shall restrict our attention to n > a + 1. Since c;; -= h;;k’ for all k > a, 
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it is clear that e,, = dnk for k > a. If we can show that e,,k = 0 for 0 < k < a 
and all IZ > a + 1, then it will follow that E is regular, since D is. 
For n > a + 1, 
and 
i c;;cja = 6,” = 0, 
j=a 
LEMMA 2. For 0 < r < a, 
n-1 
- 1 h;;hjlhir = rcax; 1) - e . 
j=a+l 
From (5), pn can be written as - l/a + (a -+ l)/a(n + 1) so that, for 
k < 1z, h,, = (a + l)/u(n + 1). From (6.1), and then Lemma 1, 
= (a + lJ2 xn 
[ 
T(a + 1 - a) r(n - u) 
- -- ai-1 qu + 2) T(n + 1) 1 
(a + 1) = r(ux; 1) - -- . n-u 
Since c,, = 1, and h;ihna = - (a + l)/(n - a), CL: = x,/T(u + 1). 
By induction we can show that c;E~~+ = k,(a) X~ , where k,(u) is a function 
of a only. 
Forn>u+1,P,~,>P,>P,=u>~. 
P” p, 
= f bnj$, = i [&f r - -Tp,_1 cpl J 
j=l cJn li 1’ “p, n’ 
= ; [k&l XPnel - ‘2 (k,(a) spn)] = 0. 
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For n > LZ + 1, n # Pi for any integer i, 0 < r < a, and s the integer 
such that P, < n < Ps+l, 
7. PROOF OF CASE III 
If a is complex, then none of the TV,, vanish and we may use the matrix D 
of Case I. It will be sufficient to show that D has finite norm. 
From (19), 
Pm-l 
Again I XP,, I >, 2 I xpnel I . It can be shown that 4 < 1 qn 1 < 8. Since 
I dPn.Pnml+l 
the first two and last terms of (21) are clearly bounded in n. 
For P,,-l + 1 < K < P,, , using (IO), 
I dpnsk I = / 
@(a + 1) Vnml + 1) r(k - 4 
q,,F(Pmml - a + 1) F(k + 1) 
_ a(a+l)(P,-l--++)(P,-l--++)...(k--a-l) ~r(p,-l+l) 
qJ(k + 1) I 
< ala + 1) V,-l + 1) Qn 
I Pnpl - a + 1 I (I P, - a + 1 I + 1) a** 
x (I P, - a + 1 I + k - P,,-l - 2) / 
r(k + 1) 
a@ + 1) W’n-l + 1) 1 . r(k + w) 
= qn~(lPn-l--+lI)I r(k+l)’ 
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where pu = 1 P,-r - a + 1 1 - P,-i - 2. w < 0 for all n sufficiently large. 
From the proof of Lemma 1, 
( a(u + 1) qpn-1 + 1) 1 qpn-1 + 2 + w) 
qZ(l P,-1 - u + 1 I) I . (- 4 Tn-l + 2) ’ (22) 
and the sum is uniformly bounded in n, since - w is bounded away from 
zero and tends to 2( 1 + a) as n -+ co. 
If  n f  Pi for any i, then from (20), 
Terms 1, 3, 4, and 6 of (23) are clearly bounded in n. Recalling that 
Qr = 1 - XP /XP r-1 I 
the first summation may be written in the form 
The summation is identical with the one in (21) and the above expression 
is uniformly bounded since 1 x,, 1 < 2 / xp, / . Using an argument similar 
to the one used in establishing (21) the second summation of (23) can be 
shown to be uniformly bounded. 
8. APPLICATIONS 
1. For each Hausdorf? matrix HP generated by (l), (H,) = c @ X. There- 
fore c is not dense in (H,), providing another proof of Theorems 1 and 2 
of [ll]. 
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2. Let d denote the Banach algebra of conservative triangular matrices, 
G the maximal group of d, i.e., the set of elements of d with inverses, and G 
the closure of G under the matrix norm. A matrix A is called a left divisor 
of zero in c (1.z.d.) if Ax = 0 for some x E c, x # 0. Each Hausdorff matrix 
generated by (1) has convergence domain c @ x for some unbounded sequence 
x and hence sums no bounded divergent sequences. Each H,, is also not a 
1.z.d. By using the following result of Copping [12]: 
THEOREM C. If A E e - G and A is not a l.z.d., then A sums a bounded 
divergent sequence--each H,, $ G - G; i.e., no H, lies on the boundary of 
the maximal group of d. This fact shows that the conjecture of Wilansky 
[3, p. 2501 is false for Hausdorff matrices. In a separate paper the author 
considers the conjecture for other common methods of summability. 
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